
About the project:
The client wants an international reach/aspiration and get a press relase that need to be
translated into Chinese to increase their presence. The press release is about assisting Chinese
residents in bringing international students from family and friends in china to study in
foreign countries and become permanent residents. The press release should be translated
accurately and timely.

Challenges:
As the press relaese need to be properly translated will rightfully convey accurate message to
the masses, such as websites, newspapers, magazines, radio and TV shows & trade
publications, the translation for the press release need to be accurate and represent exactly
what you stated in your original release, and that too quite effectively.

Like any other type of document translation, press releases often contain industry-specific
information, and it may seem like short and simple pieces of basic marketing materials, and
we shouldn’t use an amateur linguist to handle the press release translation.

Our Solution:
• Highly accurate translation: due to have a good understanding of the nature of the press
release, we assign our translation to seasoned linguists who are experts in the area the press
release deals with. And we follow the strict TEP (translation, editing and proofreading)
process to ensure the accuracy of the translation. When they reach the editor’s desk in a
target city, there’s a high probability the release will be published thanks to the quality of
translation.

• Delivery on time: Nobody can deny that time is a major factor when translating press
releases. We insist not only on quality translation, but also on meeting the deadline of the
project as well. We work with the client to be certain we receive the source press release as
early as possible so our team generate the translations in short order and deliver the
translation timely.

• Competitive pricing: we CCJK provides the clients with world-class service and results
while maintaining very reasonable rates. Once we confirmed the project with the client,
we’re confident that we stay with us and deliver the best translated press releases, on
schedule and at a fair price.

https://www.ccjk.com/languages/chinese-translation-services/
https://www.ccjk.com/language-translation/traditional-chinese-translation-services/traditional-chinese-translator/


Read Also: How to translate Chinese Sentences without a Subject

ABOUT CCJK:
Founded in 2000 and born for Internet, CCJK is a highly trusted professional e-Services
company supported by more than 2,000 talented linguists, engineers, designers and
programmers who work as a super organized team. From language translation, desktop
publishing, graphic design, software localization, website development, SEO, user guide to
corporate eLearning, we provide one stop solution to help client gain competitive edge. We
rely on streamlined and sophisticated process to ensure fast and quality delivery. By trusting
CCJK’s one stop solution, you need only focus on your core business, win market share and
maximize your profit in simplest and soonest way.

Take a look at how we helped our client by localizing their project for Chinese language.
Click here to read the complete case study

https://www.ccjk.com/how-to-translate-chinese-sentences-without-a-subject/
https://www.ccjk.com/case-studies/voiceover-case-study/

